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Quarterly Commentary January, 2005: This quarter’s commentary is a 
complete departure from the normal focus on traditional hedge fund strategies. 
Instead I focus on the industry’s shift toward longer cycle investments and 
present a compelling opportunity in medium term private investments. The piece 
is timely partially due to the new trend toward 2 and 3 year lockups in hedge 
funds.  If hedge funds are going to lock up investors, we need to see the 
benefits with new investment ideas. Hedge funds need to step up to the plate 
and return to the role of risk taker in a number of areas where they can make a 
real difference in client portfolios. This topic is a natural by product of our heavy 
focus on the commodity area in the last 2 years. For some time I have felt the 
opportunities presented below represent both the highest return and the best risk 
adjusted return in the market. Our funds are highly liquid and cannot participate 
in these investments, but many hedge funds and clients can participate through 
other vehicles.   
 
The opportunity for ten bagger trades is in early stage natural resource 
exploration. I am speaking of new private companies and project acquisition, not 
the usual suspect public exploration companies. This area of the market is 
lacking intermediate term private capital from risk takers. The lack of capital and 
attending need for risk management fit well into what a hedge fund is supposed 
to do. That is to provide capital to risky profitable activity where it is needed and 
then manage the risk. The primary opportunity is in venture capital for private 
companies, acquisition of specific one off deals, very tiny public companies in far 
off places, and private exploration oriented technology. Yes I am speaking of 
wildcatting with some wild cats. This commentary is about how wildcatting is 
increasingly becoming bird dogging and how good risk management can 
help.  
 
The recommended execution strategy is to fund technology that can find and sell, 
rather than to develop existing natural resource finds. Therefore, the time frames 
are short enough for hedge funds. The risks are very high and the rewards are 
ten baggers- investments that can go up ten fold. Rather than beat your head 
against the current price of oil every day, why not refocus some effort on this 
activity.  

Sopa Piranha* 
“Ten Bagger Trades –  

Bid Wanted” 
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Below I present the opportunity itself, the reasons why traditional channels 
are no longer able to provide the necessary capital, how best to exploit the 
gap, and why some hedge funds are uniquely capable of managing the 
extraordinary risks. Throughout I use the highest risk example I have seen 
as a reference point. As usual I start with the easy and move to the 
complex.  
 
Section One: The Opportunity. My recent commentaries have skipped over the 
compelling supply demand economics of the natural resource target market. I 
present below some basic information for those who feel they don’t know what all 
the fuss is about. Throughout I will use oil as a proxy for the discussion because 
it is easy and people know that market. The opportunity generally applies to all 
natural resources in the ground.  
 

I. Two camps in the natural resource debate. There are two camps in 
the current natural resource debate. The first group says that the 
growth rates of less developed countries will soon overwhelm the long 
term supply of natural resources. Further this supply demand 
imbalance will hit the point where we eventually run out of the kinds of 
resources we accustomed to using. This camp says that the demand 
growth rates are inevitable, especially in emerging Asia, as less 
developed countries storm toward capitalism and consumption. 
Developed countries are also growing and their consumption rates will 
not decline ever. We will not be able to keep up in a better growth 
environment given that the supply of resources has been weakened in 
the last 10 years by low growth in Asia prior to 2000 and the impact of 
the dot com crash after 2000.  Shortages will develop as demand 
outstrips supply and prices will soar. Oil is going to 100 dollars. So 
far this group is winning the debate. 

The second camp says that growth and consumption in less developed 
countries are not important. Consumption in developed countries of 
natural resources is so much higher that the key is whether the US and 
Europe derail from too much debt and too little reform respectively. 
The coming collapse in growth will cause supplies on hand to suddenly 
surge and prices to fall back to more normal levels. One should focus 
on the slowing growth in the largest economies and not the rising 
growth in the largest populations. Further we will never run out of 
resources as technology and substitution kick in to solve the problem. 
It only costs 25 bucks in lifting and cracking cost to get even the bad oil 
out of the ground and into the market. Those costs will fall as methods 
improve. What we have is a political problem and not a supply 
problem. Oil has peaked and is going back to 30 dollars. The chart 
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below shows the dominance of consumption in the developed world. 
The average person consumes about 4 barrels of oil per year. In the 
United States, it is 22 barrels. In terms of oil usage, one person in the 
US equals 15.7 people in China and 44 people in India.  
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*The world consumes approximately 3.9 barrels per person per year. 

*US by far the major consumer and Chinese consumption still holds huge upside from its current level.

 

II. Which camp is more correct? To some extent the camps above 
define the ebb and flow of the coming era. I believe that the growth 
camp is more correct in the very long run and that the “derail” camp will 
be right some time next year for a while. On balance the world has 
changed for at least two generations. Capitalism is running amok and 
growth will be relatively good for the next 30 years.  There has never 
been a time in history where this type of growth has occurred in large 
populations and we also had slowing global demand for resources. In 
fact the last time global oil demand actually fell was 1983. The major 
oil companies are projecting 1.5% - 2% growth in demand for the 
foreseeable future. The bottom line is that we must find and 
develop resources at a faster pace than we are now to keep up. 
Virtually all experts agree there is a large exploration gap. Whether the 
world is able to meet the demand for energy without driving prices off 
the chart is now in the hands of the capitalists who will provide the 
money needed to find the resources in time. This will happen and we 
will not run out of energy. The long term price of oil is not going to be 
100 dollars and should average about 55 dollars in the next 30 years 
versus 36 dollars in the last 30 years, inflation adjusted. It may well 
reach 120 dollars before we get the supplies we need located and 
developed. At 55 dollars, ten bagger trades abound. They even 
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abound at 30 dollars. Unless oil is going to drop by 60%, we know 
what we need to know about prices to invest in exploration. 

While I am long term optimistic, I must say that the bulk of the benefit 
from globalization cannot begin until domestic demand kicks in through 
out Asia. We need a general consumption surge outside the US. This 
will take some years and it is very likely that it will come too late to 
save the United States from eating its debt binge. Therefore, I am also 
quite certain we will see one or two periods of crisis as a result of the 
excess debt in the United States. More importantly, the United States 
is in no condition to withstand rising prices in resources such as 
plywood, copper and oil. We are too dependent upon housing and 
transportation. The most dangerous scenario by far is a high growth 
scenario with attending rising prices and rising interest rates. I expect 
the first crisis of this sort to emerge this year.  

For the technicians among you, look no further than Scotia Bank’s All 
Commodity Index below. The period of flat prices that emerged in 1980 
ended in 2003. Even the inflation adjusted trend changed. The 
message is clear, don’t be short. Find your spots and buy.  
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III. Why exploration rather than the less risky area of development? 
The simple answer is that the risk adjusted returns are far higher and 
that the skills needed play into the skill set of hedge funds. 
Development requires massive quantities of capital that is largely 
available from banks and the capital markets generally.  
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Wildcat investing is regarded as wildly risky. The standard rule is that 
about 1 in 9 wildcats succeed. A wildcat is any well more than a mile 
from a producing well. Therefore the ratio is historically far lower if one 
is locating anything in a remote greenfield area.  Also the generally 
held view is that the only remaining finds are in Angola, Venezuela, or 
the bottom of the ocean. These are politically dangerous and/or 
expensive.   My premise is that all of this is about to change.  

Let us look at basic math of exploration for oil. In very round numbers, 
if you spend 8 million to drill a wildcat with all attending overhead and 
you have to do this 9 times to hit, you have spent 72 million dollars. If 
you find something that can be marketed, you must find at least 10 
million barrels of oil at the current value of oil in the ground. This value 
in the ground has expanded from 3 dollars to 9 dollars recently. The 
obvious implication is that the margins in exploration have tripled.  
Getting into the wildcatting business is relatively cheap especially as a 
minority owner of a group of projects. If you are a bit lucky and find oil 
that is high quality and has relatively cheap lifting costs, then the value 
of the find can double. Of course 10 million barrels of oil is not much. A 
giant find of 250 million barrels is rare. But if you can manage to locate 
100 million barrels then obviously you have made 10 times your money 
and you will have supplied one day of world consumption. More to the 
point, oil is unlikely to remain at 9 dollars in the ground. You are more 
likely to be selling it in the coming years at $15-20 reducing the amount 
you need to find by half. The breakeven on exploration is quite low 
and the upside is huge without ever locating a giant field. 
Obviously this math does not include drilling monster fields in 
Antarctica.  

Development on the other hand is extraordinarily expensive. Top 
industry executives quote the need for 16 trillion dollars of investment 
or double the current market cap invested in energy. Today sixty 
percent of investment is in the electricity grid. Of the remaining 40%, 
most of this is invested in production equipment and pipelines. The big 
cost is in the equipment. A tiny portion of the capital allocation from 
public company investment is in exploration. If the amount of current 
private equity is evaluated, only about 20 billion dollars is available for 
all energy related investments. The portion for exploration is also tiny. 
The market lacks the capital it needs.  

Let us now look at our risky extreme example of an oil find (called a 
play) in a G7 country which I will refer to as “Private Company G7”. 
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This example is about 30 times riskier than the median of most 
exploration plays. Our wildcatter used a new and controversial 
technology to find oil. No major oil company has drilled in this area 
because it was deemed a poor prospect in seismic tests. There are no 
producing wells for over 300 miles and in fact, there is not much of 
anything for 300 miles. Many would think our wildcatter is nuts to try 
this location.  

But Company G7 had used a new technology before in the United 
States to wildcat. They located a play that proved to be a substantial 
site- also in the middle of nowhere. Therefore Company G7 was able 
to get some rich people to pony up a small amount for an initial well at 
the new site. Our wildcatter drilled one exploration well at the new G7 
site and confirmed his findings. Not enough information is available to 
prove the play but an independent report suggests it may be 470 
million barrels based on the now available hole in the ground. This is 
about what was expected on that seam. I used an independent 
petroleum geologist to look at this one and he said “oil went through 
there at some point”. Given that the find is 300 miles from anything, 
and no one else wanted to drill this site, investors are paying attention. 
Possibly the technology works. But 700 million dollars needs to be 
spent on a pipeline and $200 million on a port facility. Company G7 
cannot pull that off, all he can do is try to drill more wells and prove out 
the size of the play. Then he can hit a bid or borrow a lot of money.  

Our wildcatter believes the find is 10 times the size of the amount 
indicated in the initial report and so he does not want to sell the whole 
thing. At ten dollars a barrel, this find is either worth less than nothing, 
5 billion dollars, or 50 billion dollars. The test wells that are needed 
cost about 50 million. Our wildcatter is trying to raise 100 million in 
return for 10% of the find. The lease is on 100 million acres of mineral 
rights. Some of you are thinking, “Do I feel lucky”? Others are thinking, 
“What is wrong with this picture?” These are good questions I 
explore below.  

The economics of exploration are compelling and the time frames can be short 
enough for hedge funds. Exploration requires enough brains to understand high 
technology, probability theory, the management capabilities of risk takers, the 
trading and negotiation of commodities, and when to cut and run. Great 
personal fortunes are going to be made in the coming era in exploration.  
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Section Two: Why can’t traditional channels fund the needed equity? Above 
I gave some statistics on the available amounts of capital and the amounts that 
will be needed. The gap is massive. Still, one must ask whether the traditional 
channels can fill the gap.    
 

I. The main barriers are political. The world is just beginning its fight 
over resources. Important strategic reserves cannot and will not be 
sold to the highest bidder. Much of the deep pocket money available to 
finance wildcatters comes from the Middle East. China and India want 
proven reserves but even if they did get into wildcatting, they would not 
be allowed by law to own more than about 15% of a particular play in 
many countries. The Western countries that are currently using all the 
resources need owners in Western countries.  

Politics also cover the problems of working with sovereign nations such 
as native tribes. These barriers have kept people out of promising 
areas. Private investor groups often have more luck working with locals 
than big multinationals.  

II. New technology is risky and the majors are slow to adopt it. Some 
would say that certainly any new drilling technology must come from 
Halliburton, Exxon, or Schlumberger given how much they spend on it.  
Actually the majors are regarded as sleepy on technology.  In the last 
15 years the major oil companies have focused on high percentage 
bets. In fact the norm became focus on the profitable bets above 20% 
near existing fields. Greenfield exploration was not regarded as 
good business. This is why major oil companies are reducing 
estimates of their reserves. They are not finding giant fields and many 
experts believe this is not because the fields are not out there. If your 
focus has been on high probability fields, it makes sense you would not 
focus on technology for Greenfield exploration.  

In addition the majors have been focused offshore. It has been faster 
and easier for them to get through political, environmental, and 
ownership barriers. This does not mean there is no oil onshore. Last it 
has been widely reported that oil companies are now using 22 dollars 
for their exploration math. This is up from 16 dollars in two years. 
Clearly these guys are not traders and have no interest in the 
economics of taking the risk that oil does not fall under 30.  

III. Wildcatters from the 70’s are a bit too old and a bit too rich. The 
market does have a wildcatting industry. Most of the players are over 
age 70 and made their mark in the era from 1975 – 1985 when oil and 
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gas was a hot ticket. Many of them are extraordinarily rich and have 
become somewhat risk averse. If that were not true, the group cannot 
possibly fund the needed capital. They are too small for the amount of 
oil that needs to be found. More investors are needed to work side 
by side with them.  

IV. Prices are not high enough to drive up exploration to the levels 
needed. It is worth pointing out that oil prices are not high. The 30 year 
average price of crude is 37 dollars using inflation adjusting. If this 
number is converted to a basket of currencies, the low dollar at the 
moment means that the basket price of crude is only 43 dollars and not 
48 dollars. So for the part of the world that does not purchase or 
explore for oil in dollars, the price is really not that high. The amount of 
money that China and India have spent is peanuts. India has spent a 
few billion dollars to buy access to reserves.  The amount of money 
spent on exploration has only just started to rise again.  

V. The old oil and gas partnerships were poorly structured. The 
market needs a new mechanism for participation. The oil and gas 
partnerships of the 80’s were structured to generate fees and not to 
align the interests of investors. Mechanisms such as private equity 
fund of funds directed at people wanting to participate in pools of risk 
are a good vehicle for the front end of the market.  

VI. Exploration is now about new technology and physics. Exploration 
methods are changing to the study of rocks using physics, rather than 
geology or seismology.  Here is a quote from the Schlumberger 
website on new research.  

“In the 1920's scientists realized that physical measurements made in well bores 
deep within the earth could answer many of the driller's questions. For example, 
measuring the electrical conductivity of a formation is a logical expedient, because 
water at great depth is salty and therefore a good electrical conductor, whereas oil 
and gas are poor conductors (good insulators). Thus low conductivity is an excellent, 
though not infallible, indicator of a hydrocarbon-bearing formation. Other families of 
measurements employ gamma ray scattering, natural gamma ray spectroscopy, 
neutron scattering and sonic wave propagation. Often, six or more measurement 
instruments will be used to determine the location, type and quantity of fluids in 
subsurface rock formations. However, the answer to one of the driller's questions has 
long been elusive: How fast can the well produce the oil?  
The answer to this question depends on the permeability of the formation to fluid 
flow. And since oil reservoir is worthless if the structure of the rock keeps the rate of 
production uneconomically low, permeability information is essential. Another type of 
measurement was discovered that could identify molecules, make images of the 
interior of the human body and measure how fast fluids can flow through porous 
rocks. It could even be used to make sure a cream cookie filling has just the right 
texture - now that's important! That measurement is called Nuclear Magnetic 
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Resonance (NMR) and the pioneers of this field of study, fiddling with their old radar 
sets, had no idea how useful NMR would become.” 
 
All of the above information is correct except one piece. One of the 
pioneers who fiddled with his radar set is our wildcatter in Company 
G7. He believes the oil companies have not scratched the surface of 
the potential of NMR. They have been using NMR for logging for only 
about 6 years and the technology was invented for the US military in 
1967. In fact the web sites for NMR technology make no mention at all 
of applications for oil. NMR is the same technology used to MRI your 
brain so the four Nobel Prizes in this field are all in Chemistry and 
Physiology. The field is relatively untouched for natural resources.   

Move now to the website of Exxon. Of the five technologies listed 
under “meeting energy demand through technology”, four of them are 
about moving energy, not finding it. The theme is similar on all big 
energy websites. On web sites for the exploration companies one finds 
little beyond improving methods for getting more from existing finds. 
Experts tell me there is no evidence that they are hiding their wonderful 
exploration technology. The market needs money to improve 
exploration methods. 

For purposes of investing, we only need to know that oil at 40 bucks 
has the potential to produce profit margins of 20 dollars. On 30 billion 
barrels of oil per year this is about $584 billion dollars of profits every 
year. We can say for certain that when hundreds of billions of 
dollars is up for grabs, new mouse traps to find and move oil will 
be everywhere. Oil is not going to stay at 100 dollars. Experts tell me 
the oil and gas is out there and I believe them.  

VII. Oil companies are busy spending money on known reserves and 
the mega finds or pipelines. Over the last months I have read a 
number of speeches and presentations by oil industry executives. The 
list of “Challenges” always includes “Capital Requirements”. The oil 
companies do not have enough capital to do what they need to do. The 
list also always includes “Managing the Risk”. Saying that the oil 
companies can do it all and provide the capital is like saying no new 
worthwhile companies popped up as a result of the internet.  

VIII. Recent regulation is making it difficult to tap listed markets. The 
most obvious example of this is NI 43 – 101 in Canada. This regulation 
was passed on the back of the Bri X scandal and essentially says you 
need independent verification of your find before you can tap public 
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markets for capital. You need to find the real thing before you can get 
anyone to finance finding the real thing. This and other regulations like 
it are forcing exploration into the private sector.  

Traditional channels will have trouble keeping up with the needs for capital. More 
important, investors will pour money into the usual suspects and will miss the 
opportunities in the new companies and technologies. Hedge funds have an 
opportunity to play a part in the process by doing something other than trading oil 
futures. My point is that the gap is more in methods of funding, methods of 
evaluating the risks using modern risk technology, evaluating methods of finding 
resources, good management of new technologies, and managing problem 
situations. Financial people and hedge funds in general are good at these tasks.  

 
Section Three: How can we best exploit the opportunity in the invisible part 
of the iceberg? Given the risks of my wildcat example above, we can see that 
any activity of this kind is best done in a broadly diversified portfolio where the 
different resources in different locations are combined so that it becomes a game 
of probabilities and good management. Wildcatting does not have to be only 
for wild cats. Below I describe several ways to approach it.    
 

I. Use a private equity fund of funds. There are many small investment 
groups the world over that are now investing or beginning to invest in 
direct projects. Some of these groups or families are establishing 
private funds to locate co-investors. These groups can be attractive 
alone, but in fact many of them are just getting started and may have 
only 3-4 projects. Even if these are low risk projects, it is not enough 
projects. It is best to locate 10-15 fund groups or bundles of projects 
that each has an average of 8 current projects spread across 
geographies and resource types. This certainly will dilute the returns 
but it will also allow for the occasional pure Greenfield “Wild Cat”. This 
bar bell approach to risk makes exploration palatable.  

I do not mean to imply that experience and quality will not matter. The 
spread between the top quartile private equity fund and the 
median is nearly 30% historically.  Private equity is a high value 
added activity. I would argue that it is even higher in an exploration 
focused fund of funds. Careful selection of partners or projects is 
critical to success. Both hedge funds and some fund of funds 
companies are able to make these decisions.   

If we take the case of our “Company G7”, people are lined up at the 
door waiting for this find to be proven. Existing investors are tapped out 
given the remote location and some additional capital is needed to flow 
wells and to prove the size of the find. Once this is done, 100 wells 
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need to be drilled. Getting people there is expensive and involves 
significant difficulties. These include a lack of people and the “two 
steppers”- deadly snakes. It is a complex project and requires real 
work not to mention a leap of faith. Thus it needs to be part of a much 
larger pool.  

II. Focus on companies that can use technology to find what others 
cannot. NMR is not the only technology with huge potential. Just last 
month it was reported that a new seismic method had been used in a 
Canadian find.  If you swallow the statement that 20 years of low 
spending results in poor technological advancement, then maybe you 
can also swallow that massive profit margins after a 20 year hiatus will 
result in any number of new technologies across every segment of 
natural resources. Some people I have spoken to say not to bother 
with all this risk. One can simply apply existing technology to old finds 
or small projects. I agree these can be an important part of the portfolio 
but feel they are the “bond half” of a well diversified book. This part of 
the market will be quickly saturated.  

III. Harvest the lowest return projects quickly. A well diversified book 
can be quickly harvested to the part of the market that wants a sure 
thing or to different investors with lower tolerances for longevity and 
risk. Natural resources require a cut and run mentality and contingency 
plans for exit.  

IV. Securitize projects into sub tranches for risk averse investors as 
their returns fall. In addition to selling off lower return and risk 
projects, hard assets can be securitized. Wall Street can have a field 
day creating the latest batch of sub tranches. Large fields can be made 
into asset backed securities. A private equity fund can help a company 
get to the point of being able to spin out its wells when it reaches the 
point of spending piles on infrastructure. Often these companies are so 
focused on the resources, they don’t have much time for financials.  

I believe there is a market for capital in the 3-5 year area where a well 
organized team can find and flip resources. Few resource projects start from 
nothing. More often individuals are already working on a specific find that may 
take only 1-2 years to prove out and make it salable. The market is more in 
finding used cars and fixing them up for sale than in designing them from the 
start. The same applies to technology companies that serve the industry. Often 
the technology can be quickly sold.   
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Section Four: Why are hedge funds able to step into this risk pool? Hedge 
funds are sitting on a trillion dollars plus leverage. Soon this will be two trillion 
and many are complaining about how hard it is to make a dime. The response of 
some is to lock up investors while they bang away at the price of oil or the price 
of Devon. Many hedge funds are now ready to take the next step into a non-
existent middle market for private investment.   
  

I. The need for active investors. Many hedge funds can play an active 
role in managing small companies or projects and help keep volatile 
companies out of trouble. Large event based shops are highly 
experienced in activist management. Many are also experienced in 
needed turn around activity. Event groups are well trained in distressed 
situations and even law worldwide.    

II. Hedge funds now have access to capital markets such as debt 
issuance. Many hedge fund managers are experts at working with 
Wall Street in securitization, IPO’s, or debt issuance. Bringing small 
companies to market or securitization does not have to be the purview 
of investment banks alone.     

III. Hedge funds know how to hedge. Natural resources may need to be 
hedged. Certainly the products need to be well marketed from the 
smaller companies that will be part of any well diversified portfolio of 
private projects. Negotiating skills are critical.  

IV. Hedge funds can operate across the spectrum of time and market. 
Many investment banks or banks are still operating in tubes. Private 
equity firms also think in terms of very long term time frames like 10 
years. They think in terms of holding investments rather than selling 
them. The resource market will move quickly. It needs quick thinking.  

Hedge funds are no longer small boutique shops doing trading or arbitrage. They 
are increasingly boutique financial services companies with the flexibility to bring 
the necessary resources to bear.    
 
Conclusions: I indicated in my introduction that this Sopa Piranha would be 
about the change that is going to make wildcatting into bird dogging. My premise 
has been that everything is about to change. Some of this is due to the 
technology that I have seen. It has the potential to change the way exploration is 
done. I personally am a believer that technology rises to the demand for it. 
Whether it is this technology or another does not matter. Intelligent investors can 
get involved and benefit from both technology and wide margins. Hedge funds 
have a unique skill set that is relatively well matched to the commodities and 
natural resource industries. Most investors need help in this space. The market is 
calling you.  
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Good luck in your investing and we hope you enjoyed your piranha soup… 
Mari Kooi 
Wolf International  
January 31, 2005 
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